Get Resources for Your Meeting

Is tender care of Earth a growing concern in your meeting? Are you looking for ways to nurture reflection and action in your meeting that will inspire better care of our planet? Quaker Earthcare Witness has a number of resources to offer that can help you learn about various Earth concerns as you begin to discern and act on your leadings in your local meeting.

- **QEW in a Box** is a downloadable file you can print and display to share Earthcare ideas at your local or Yearly Meeting
- Our **Earthcare Witness Toolkit** is a set of resources you can order to explore and discern growing Earth-centered leadings in your meeting

Learn more about each of these resources by clicking the links on the right side of this page.

---

**QEW in a Box: Outreach Resources** [1]
**Earthcare Witness Toolkit for Meetings** [2]
**Pamphlets for Sharing** [3]
**Continuing the Conversation** [4]
**Interviews with QEW Friends** [5]
**Earthcare for Friends: A Study Guide for Individuals and Faith Communities** [6]
**Earthcare for Children** [7]
**Tweet** [8]
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